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What is a Dry Valve? 

Dry Valve 

P76 Pump  

A Dry Valve is a two position valve which is mounted directly 
to the inlet of the pump.  In the first position, the dry valve 
shuts off the inlet flow to the pump while it is running except 
for about a ½ gpm that moves through the pump to lubricate it 
and carry away heat.  In this position the hydraulic system is 
said to be in the “dry mode”. In the second position, the valve 
allows full flow to the pump inlet with out any restriction.  In 
this position the hydraulic system is in the “wet mode” or 
active. 



 

Why use a Dry Valve? 

Dry Valve 

P76 Pump  

1) Cost Savings - A dry valve eliminates the need to use a 
clutch assembly or PTO (Power Take Off) to disengage the 
pump from the prime mover. 
2) Horse Power Savings - A pump with a dry valve uses a very 
small amount of horse power in the dry mode compared with a 
direct drive pump sending flow through an inactive open 
center system. 



 

What happens at the 
inlet of the pump when 
the system is in the 
“dry mode”? 
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In the “dry mode” the inlet of the pump is 
subjected to a very high vacuum, as much as 
28 in. Hg has been recorded. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Read slide text]A high vacuum at the inlet of the pump, coupled with as little pressure as 15 psi at the outlet, causes severe damage to the pump’s internal components. This damage often manifests itself as excessive system noise and poor system performance.In order for the Dry Valve system to work, steps are taken in the circuitry to ensure that no pressure is present at the outlet when the pump is in the dry mode. 



 

Pressures on Both Sides of Dry Valve 
In the Dry and Wet Modes 

Dry mode Wet mode 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an actual pressure trace taken from two positions in the inlet line of a Dry Valve Pump.  The black line shows the reading of the transducer in the inlet line before the Dry Valve. It averages about 2 psi in both the wet and dry mode. The blue line comes from a transducer located between the Dry Valve and the pump. While shifted in the dry mode the reading is about -14 psi (red arrow) or approximately 28 in. Hg. In the wet mode this transducer shows the same readings as the first transducer.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This schematic shows the recommended set up for the Dry Valve and pump.  Notice that the top side of the Dry Valve spool always sees air pressure. The air control valve controls only the air pressure to the bottom or spring side of the Dry Valve spool.  With air pressure to both sides of the spool, the spring on the bottom side forces the Dry Valve to stay in the dry mode.In the the dry mode the spool allows only ½ gpm into the pump.  That ½ gpm passes through an orifice in the spool which is in the form of a groove. The flow is used to lubricate the internal pump components and carry away heat.  At the outlet of the pump the ½ gpm is routed with a loop line back through the Dry Valve and directly back to tank.  This is done in order to prevent back pressure from building at the outlet of the pump, thereby, protecting the pump from cavitation damage.Additional Information[The system could be set up in a simpler fashion by sending the air pressure signal only to the top of the Dry Valve spool and leaving the bottom (spring end) open to the atmosphere.  Then the top of the spool would be pressurized to shift to the wet mode and when pressure was relieved the spring would force the spool into the dry mode.The simpler scheme has two drawbacks that are eliminated by using the recommended method.  First, with the bottom end open directly to the atmosphere, the internal components would be subjected to dirt and condensation which could cause rust and spool sticking or jamming.  Second, the spool shift with the simpler method would be slow because it takes a moment for the air pressure to build.  With the recommended set up, air pressure is already present on both sides of the spool, protecting against dirt and rust. Also, when shifting, the air pressure can vent much faster than it can build so the spool shift is quicker.]
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shifting to the wet mode is accomplished by moving the air control valve to the “open to atmosphere” position. This brings the bottom (spring) side of the Dry Valve spool to atmospheric pressure.  Air pressure present at the top of the spool over powers the spring …….
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
...shifting the Dry Valve spool into the wet mode. Now the pump inlet is open to allow full pump flow.  At the same time the oil path for the ½ gpm through the loop line, Dry Valve, and back to tank is blocked.
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Dry Valve and Pump Porting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look porting. In order to attach the Dry Valve directly to the pump, the pump inlet must be a 2” Split Flange. Also, the pump outlet must be 1¼” Split Flange if a flow control valve is to be attached.  (The flow control is covered in up coming slides.)The Dry Valve has two 2” Split Flange ports, one attaches to the pump, the other accepts the inlet hose from the tank.  On  the front face of the valve body are two 3/8” O.D. Tube ports which are the air control ports.  There are two more 3/8” O.D. Tube ports.  One is on a boss on the top of the valve and the other is hidden on the lower portion of the valve.  These two ports are part of the loop line which runs from the outlet line of the pump through the Dry Valve body and back to tank. This loop line insures that the ½ gpm flow from the pump in the dry mode gets back to the tank causing the smallest amount of system back pressure possible.On the casting boss on the top of the Dry Valve, is a ¾” O.D. Tube port that is needed when a flow control valve is used in the system.  It is plugged if no flow control valve is present.The last two ports on the Dry Valve are bleed drains. One is on the top right of the valve body (in the picture) and the other bleed drain is hidden from view. Each drains an area between two quad rings. One quad ring seals the air pressure at the end of the Dry Valve spool, while the other quad ring seals the inlet oil. If either of these quad rings fail then either system air or oil  will leak to atmosphere through the bleed drain. This design feature keeps one medium from contaminating the other in case of a leak. This sealing arrangement is present at both ends of the spool.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a ½ cutaway illustration of the Dry Valve in the dry mode. Both sides of the spool (yellow) are pressurized with air.  The spring on the near side, keeps the spool in the dry mode position. The spool blocks the inlet of the pump, with its notch allowing only ½ gpm to pass through the pump (the ½ gpm will vary depending on the height and distance of the tank relative to the pump). The ½ gpm exits the pump and proceeds through the loop line back through the Dry Valve body and back to tank (minimizing system back pressure).
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To shift into the wet mode, the spring side of the Dry Valve spool is vented to atmosphere. The higher air pressure on the opposite end of the spool over powers the spring and moves the spool to the wet mode. Now the pump inlet is open and the pump supplies its full flow capacity to the hydraulic system. At the same time the inlet opens the spool is cutting off the loop line path back to tank.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some refuse truck designs run more efficiently and much quieter at the mid-engine speed ranges.  The problem is that, with the system components sized for the pump flow at mid-engine speed, the system is too small to handle pump flow properly at top speed.  The answer to the problem is a flow control valve, set at the optimum pump flow, that will redirect excess flow back to the inlet of the pump. The Flow Control Valve is shown as red in the schematic.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the dry mode, the flow control does not function because only ½ gpm is passing through it. Typically the flow control is set for a flow of between 25 and 65 gpm.Notice that the excess flow port on top of the Dry Valve is connected to the flow control with a hose. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The flow control will come into play in the wet mode only if the pump drive speed is high enough to produce flow above the flow control setting.  When this occurs the excess flow is sent back to the inlet.  This design helps protect the pump from cavitation damage at high speeds by feeding the excess flow back to the inlet of the pump.



 

Will a standard roller bearing pump work 
with a dry valve? 

NO - Changes must be made in three areas to get the 
longest life possible from a pump used in the dry valve 
system. 
 1) Low friction, fixed clearance ring seals should be  
  installed 
 2) Special “dry valve” thrust plates must be used  
 3) Special lip seal arrangement  must be used 



 

Special Dry Valve Pump 
Thrust Plates & Ring Seal 
Parts 

P50/51  
•Thrust Plate - 391 2185 062 
•Thrust Plate Seals - standard 
pocket seals (6 per thrust plate) 
•Ring Seals - 391 2585 022 

P75/76  
•Thrust Plate - 391 2185 072 
•Thrust Plate Seals - 391 2885 040    
Teflon ring (2 per thrust plate) 
•Ring Seals - 391 2585 023 

Inlet 

Outlet 
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